Hopelessness as a response to physical illness.
To analyze hopelessness as a psychological response to physical illness, differentiate hopelessness from depression, and discuss measures of hopelessness. Walker and Avant's (1995) concept analysis strategy. A review of the literature from 1983 to 2004 was completed, with a focus on hopelessness theory and measurement. Although hopelessness is closely related to depression, distinct characteristics of hopelessness were identified. A continuum of attributes of hopelessness and depression was derived. Hopelessness has been examined in a variety of populations with several different instruments. One established measure was selected for discussion. Continued study of hopelessness as a psychological response to physical illness is needed, including the continued differentiation of hopelessness from depression, further analysis of the continuum of hopelessness and depression, and the differentiation of state from trait hopelessness. Research to validate this conceptualization will enhance accuracy of the diagnosis of hopelessness and testing of nursing inteventions.